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Scene 1 

 

Preset on jungle landscape act scrim quickly fades on Music. Lights rise to reveal PROFESSOR 

seated in huge chair at the side of stage laughing at a slide projection on a screen. 

 

PROFESSOR  (A warm chuckle. ) Ah, oui! Yes, I remember that! (PROFESSOR 

turns to change the slide and notices audience.) Ah- bonjour, mes amis, 

bonjour! My friends, hello! Pardonnez-moi, forgive me, I was only 

looking at some pictures of my good friend Babar. what? "Who is 

Babar, " you ask? Oh. . . the little elephant. . . the King of the Great 

Forest! Ah. . . you do know, don't you! Ah, oui. . . pictures can 

remind us of our friends, and they tell us stories, too. But it helps, 

at times, for someone to say a few words: a professor, perhaps? Yes 

a teacher, a friend, a guide. . . such as me. . . someone to explain this 

and that. Every story has a beginning. Babar’s begins... 

(PROFESSOR quickly reverses order of slides to picture of baby in a 

hammock.) . . . here, when he was just a little baby. Of course, 

Babar’s mother loved him very much. She would rock him to sleep 

and sing softly to him. (Next slide.) When Babar grew bigger, he 

played with the other elephants, but he was most happy when he 

rode upon his mother’s back. . . But, alas, dear children - a wicked 

hunter. . . (Slide fades to reveal live HUNTER.) . . . hidden behind sane 

bushes, shot his rifle and killed Babar's mother! The hunter wanted 

to catch Babar, but the little elephant ran away...(HUNTER fades.) . . 

. far, far away - until, at last, he came to a city! The city of Paris! 

(Slide. ) Babar hardly knew what to think. So many things were new 

to him! And the people! (Slide fades to live PARIS CITIZENS.) So 

many people for him to meet! And he thought they were all very 

well-dressed, too. Luckily, La Vieille Dame - the Old Lady - happed 

along.(LA VIEILLE DAME enters. ) She was most fond of little 

elephants and understood right away that Babar was longing for a 

fine suit of clothes. (Slide. ) Since La Vieille Dame was tres riche - 

very rich - she gave to Babar her purse, and told him to go 

shopping and then come to her house and live with her. Babar 

thanked her most politely. . . (Slide. ) . . . and went directly to the 

Big Store -the Bon Marche -where he bought for himself a fine suit 

in a becoming shade of green. (Live HABERDASHER adjusting 

BABAR’s suit. PHOKGRAPHER enters. Flash. ) So Babar went to live 

with La Vieille Dame. . . (Slide. ) and then I gave to him lessons so 

he could learn the ways of the French people. Babar made rapid 
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progress and we became great friends. He was such a clever 

student that soon he understood the language and he could even 

dance the waltz! (Live BABAR and LA VIEILLE DAME waltzing. ) 

 

PROFESSOR However, Babar was not completely happy. (LA VIEILLE DAME 

waltzes away from BABAR.) Although he enjoyed this new life very 

much, still he missed the great forest and his jungle friends. So of 

course Babar was delighted when his cousins Celeste and Arthur 

came to Paris! (Live CELESTE and ARTHUR join BABAR.) But 

Celeste and Arthur could not stay in Paris; they had to go back 

home. And Babar made up his mind to return with them. (LA 

VIEILLE DAME enters. BABAR embraces her.) Babar had to say au 

revoir, but he promised he would never forget La Vieille Dame. He 

would come back to Paris someday. (BABAR, CELESTE and 

ARTHUR exit and LA VIEILLE DAME remains, waving her 

handkerchief.) When the travelers returned to the great forest, they 

were met with great excitement. The King of the elephants had just 

died, and Cornelius, the wisest and oldest of the elephants, thought 

that Babar should be the new King, and everyone agreed. (Slide) 

But Babar and Celeste had fallen in love and were to be married. If 

Babar was to be their King, Celeste would be their new Queen! And 

so it was. And King Babar and Queen Celeste were very happy 

indeed! (Slide) But, mes amis, that was only the beginning of their 

adventures. When Babar and Celeste floated away in their 

honeymoon  balloon... 

 

LA VIEILLE DAME  (Interrupting; an offstage call.) Monsieur? Monsieur le 

Professeur? (LA VIEILLE DAME enters.) Ah, Monsieur! 

 

PROFESSOR Ma chere Vieille Dame! 

 

DAME Viens, viens – le spectacle va commencer! 

 

PROFESSOR What’s that? You say it is time for the play? 

 

DAME Oui. Joue par les enfants. Depeche-toi, s’il te plait. 

 

She exits. PROFESSOR speaks to the audience. 
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PROFESSOR Ah – another story for us! A little play – and performed by the 

children too! What children? Why Arthur, of course, Zephir the 

monkey, and the King and Queen’s own children: the royal triplets 

Pom, Flora and Alexander. Oh, how the children love to put on 

costumes and play-act. Especially for their guests. And since my 

visit here to the Great Forest is now drawing to an end, they have 

all worked especially hard to be ready before I go. "But where are 

we to see the children's little play?" Why, right here in Celesteville - 

the city of the elephants. Right here in Babar's own house! 

 

 

Scene 2 

 

BABAR’S parlor. LA VIEILLE DAME enters, followed by CELESTE. PROFESSOR steps 

upstage to greet the Queen. 

 

PROFESSOR Bonjour, bonjour, Queen Celeste! (He bows.) We are ready now. But 

where is Babar? And General Cornelius - where is he? 

 

LA VIEILLE DAME  Babar et Cornelius sont tons occupee. 

 

PROFESSOR Oh, what a shame! They are too busy with their work to see the 

children's play? (Music.) Ah - time to begin! (HIPPO appears and 

shyly disappears again.) Mademoiselle Hippo! Don't be shy. 

(PROFESSOR guides her back on stage.) Mademoiselle Hippopotom 

is a very dear friend of the royal family, and the children’s 

dramatics teacher. She will help with the music, and I will help 

with the narration. Mademoiselle Hippopotom, shall we begin? 

The children's play is called: "How Brave King Babar Won the 

Terrible Battle Against General Rataxes the Rhinoceros. " (Cymbal 

crash.) Once upon a time, long ago, before the royal triplets were 

born, while King Babar and Queen Celeste were on their 

honeymoon, back in the Great Forest, wise, old Cornelius – general 

des elephants -- is very concerned . . . (POM enters and PROFESSOR 

peeks under the spectacles POM wears.) Ah-ha -- it is Pom who takes 

the part of Cornelius! Bravo, Pom! (POM hobbles about as 

PROFESSOR provides character voice.) "Oh, dear!" says Cornelius. 

"Oh, dear me! General Rataxes has declared war against the 

elephants! Whatever are we to do? Oh, dear! " (ZEPHIR, wearing a 

rhino mask, leaps out at PROFESSOR.) 
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 Ohhh! General Rataxes! But it is only Zephir. My, my, Zephir – 

what a clever mask you have made for yourself! But tell us, why 

has Rataxes declared war? “It is all because of that rascal Arthur!" 

 

DAME Arthur?!  (ARTHUR runs back and forth across the stage.) 

 

PROFESSOR Arthur? What did he do? (In RATAXES' voice, as ZEPHIR shakes his 

fist.) “While I was sleeping, Arthur tied a firecracker to my tail! Oh, 

you elephants may think you have made fun of me, but just you 

wait! No one makes a fool of Rataxes!" (CORNELIUS paces again.) 

"Oh, dear! War is no joke! Oh, if only Babar were here!" But, alas, 

Babar and Celeste are on their honeymoon. They even pay a visit to 

La Vieille Dame in Paris, and persuade her to join them on their 

return home. (Fanfare. ARTHUR and FLORA enter. All bow and freeze 

as PROFESSOR speaks to Audience.) Now Arthur pretends to be 

Babar , and little Flora plays the Queen. But who takes the part of 

La Vieille Dame? (LA VIEILLE DAME steps downstage and waits to be 

invited.) Ma chere amie? Qui! Bon. (LA VIEILLE DAME links arms 

with FLORA and ARTHUR and promenade as POM steps downstage 

and waves his arms.) The travelers arrive in the Great Forest and 

right away they sense that something is very wrong. "War, Babar ! 

Already many of our soldiers have been injured in battle! Soon 

Rataxes will be king!" "Do not despair," says Babar. "The rhinos 

may be strong, but we elephants are far more clever. Ladies? Please 

will you go and tend to the wounded? Cornelius! Bring to me some 

paint and some straw. I have a plan!" (All scatter as ALEXANDER, 

wearing a grass skirt, enters and bends over for LA VIEILLE DAME to 

paint his backside.) Paint. Straw. Throughout the night, Babar directs 

them to paint two circles on his soldiers’ backsides, a dab of red 

paint on their tails, and some straw to wear around the waist. Then, 

finally, the next morning, General Rataxes prepares to attack. 

(ZEPHIR approaches ALEXANDER stealthily.) But suddenly, coming 

over the hill, he is amazed to see a. . . what?!. . . a Monster! 

(ALEXANDER waves his rear end at ZEPHIR, who rushes madly about 

the room. PROFESSOR steps downstage, laughing, as BABAR, 

CORNELIUS, RATAXES, and RATAXES’ AIDES : CROCODILE and 

RHINO, enter the room and observe.) Bravo! The monster frightens 

Rataxes! Oh, how easy it is to trick the rhinos! How clever is Babar! 

How stupid is Rataxes! (RATAXES steps up to PROFESSOR and taps 

him on the shoulder, as everyone winces and shudders.) 
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 Oh-oh. Oh. . . General Rataxes. . . what a surprise! What are you 

doing here? What’s that? You have been discussing a new peace 

treaty with King Babar and General Cornelius? How nice! Did the 

children's play disturb you? It was only a little amusement; a bit of 

fun. . . you know. . . (An uncomfortable pause until RATAXES finally 

laughs.) Oui! Ha, ha, ha! See Zephir? He looks just like a rhinoceros, 

doesn't he? Ah, yes, children do enjoy wearing disguises, don't 

they? (RATAXES starts off; his RHINO and CROCODILE aides 

following.) What's this? You're not leaving? Oh, well, if you must. 

Au revoir, General Rataxes! (RHINO and CROCODILE pause for a 

moment face-to-face with ARTHUR and ZEPHIR.) Au revoir, 

Monsieur Crocodile . . . Monsieur Rhino . . . (RHINO and 

CROCODILE exit and all heave a sigh of relief.) Whew! I must confess 

to you, Babar, that I thought Rataxes might be angry at being made 

fun of all over again. It is good to know that even a rhino can 

forgive and forget. But now I, too, must excuse myself and pack for 

my return to Paris. (All moan.) Ah, oui -- I leave tomorrow. It is a 

shame we cannot spend more time together. Babar, you have been 

such a busy King that he hardly had a chance to see one another. 

(They embrace.) Wouldn't it be grand if you could come back to Paris 

with me? (PROFESSOR slowly walks away, then stops himself.) But 

wait! Why can't you? A holiday, Babar! You deserve a rest! Oh, so 

busy you have been with rhinos and peace treaties. Forget all that 

for a while. Spend a week or two at rest with your wife and your 

dear children. Think of it? (BABAR looks at his family for a moment, 

considering the idea. He finally nods heartily and trumpets "yes!" Music 

fanfare.) Tres bien! King Babar and Queen Celeste leave on a trip for 

Paris! (All scatter to pack, rushing offstage, leaving only PROFESSOR 

and LA VIEILLE DAME, who embrace and freeze as RATAXES appears 

in the doorway upstage and shakes his arm in a threatening gesture as 

lights fade. Lights immediately rise on PROFESSOR, downstage of jungle 

scrim, as he addresses the audience. ARTHUR and ZEPHIR stand side-

by-side stage right.) A wonderful idea, to be sure! And the triplets, 

how excited they were! Why, their birthday was only just days 

away! Oh, to celebrate their birthday in Paris! "But who will rule 

my kingdom while I am away?" wondered Babar. Cornelius, of 

course; and Mademoiselle Hippopotom could look after him and 

Arthur and Zephir as well. (ARTHUR and ZEPHIR rush up to 

PROFESSOR.) "But surely we are going, too ! " they cry. Alas, no. 

You see, children, Arthur and Zephir are still in school, so they will 
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have to remain behind. (ARTHUR and ZEPHIR slowly walk away, 

very disappointed.) And even though everyone promises to bring 

them back many souvenirs, Arthur and Zephir spend the night 

trying to think of a way that they, too, might come along. (ZEPHIR, 

toying with his “Rataxes” mask, suddenly has an idea. He places the mask 

over ARTHUR's face, then rushes offstage and immediately reappears, 

dragging a toy box on with him. ZEPHIR reaches in the toy box as 

PROFESSOR continues narration.) But of course -- they could go in 

disguise! Oui! Oh, but they will have to use their very best masks 

this time -- yes, the ones from the mail order catalogue of the Bon 

Marche in Paris! (ZEPHIR pulls out the masks, ARTHUR nods heartily 

in agreement, then both rush offstage, pushing the toy box off with them.) 

Oh, what a night was spent! Busy packing trunks until. . . at last. . .  

l’heure du depart - the hour to depart. Is everyone ready? Bon! 

Then it is time to board the airplane! 

 

(Lights fade as PROFESSOR runs off stage. ) 

 

 

Scene 3 

 

TRIPLETS, BABAR, and CELESTE are seated. LA VIEILLE DAME crosses downstage 

and sits in her seat. MARABOU BIRD PILOT enters through curtains and steps downstage to 

controls. CHIMPANZEE STEWARDESS appears and hands LA VIEILLE DAME an 

enormous magazine. PROFESSOR enters and takes his seat and CHIMP hands him a large bag 

of peanuts. As CHIMP exits through curtains two disguised figures enter: RHINO and 

CROCODILE spies. They take their seats and the sound of the motor crescendos. 

 

PROFESSOR & 

DAME (Waving out the windows.) Au revoir! Au revoir! 

 

Everyone tips back in their seats as lights fade on airplane. 

 

 

Scene 4 

 

Through the scrim we see a miniature airplane fly, accompanied by the sound of the motor. 

PROFESSOR narrates flight in taped voiceover as LION POSTMAN appears downstage with 

postcards depicting locations specified; delivering the postcards to HIPPO, who pantomimes a 

physical reaction to each card to ethnic underscore. 
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PROFESSOR And so we are on our way. It is our good fortune, however, to 

pause in our flight here and there for a day. Of course we send 

postcards to our dear friends in Celesteville of each place that we 

visit. Our first stop? The Great Pyramids of Egypt.. . . 

 Sunbathing on the shore of the beautiful Mediterranean Sea. . . . 

 Switzerland: skiing down an Alpine slope. 

 A lovely gondola ride on the grand canal of Venice. 

 At last we arrive at our final destination: Paris! 

 

Lights cross fade from LION POSTMAN, holding postcard of NEWSBOY holding newspaper of 

BABAR’s arrival, to identical live image upstage of scrim. 

 

 

 

Scene 5 

 

Music crescendos and scrim rises to reveal Paris street. TOWNSPEOPLE perform a dance, 

anticipating BABAR’s arrival. LA VIEILLE DAME, PROFESSOR, BABAR, CELESTE, and 

TRIPLETS finally arrive and are welcomed in the dance. TRAVELERS exit as ARTHUR and 

ZEPHIR, dressed in spy costumes, enter and quickly exit. Dance ends and TOWNSPEOPLE 

slowly drift out as PROFESSOR enters and steps downstage to address the audience. 

 

PROFESSOR Bienvenue a Paris! We are welcomed to Paris with the greatest 

warmth and joy. La Vieille Dame then takes Babar and his family to 

her house. She had sent to her maid, Hortense, a telegram, so that 

everything would be ready. 

 

 

Scene 6 

 

Lights rise on LA VIEILGE DAME 's parlor. CELESTE and BABAR are posed in front of the 

sofa, ready to sit. 

 

PROFESSOR Ah - here an elephant can truly relax! 

 

CELESTE sits. LA VIELLE DADME enters with a tray of canapés as PROFESSOR goes to a 

table to uncork and pour some champagne. 

 

DAME Canapés. Babar? 
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She holds the tray up to BABAR and with his trunk he consumes all but one. LA VIELLE 

DAME holds out the remaining canapé to CELESTE. 

 

DAME Celeste? 

 

CELESTE politely declines and LA VIEILLE DAME pops it into her mouth. 

 

PROFESSOR Champagne! Celeste. . . Babar. . . est-ce qu'on boit? 

 

PROFESSOR pours champagne into glasses as HORTENSE the Maid appears in the room. 

 

DAME Oui, Hortense? 

 

MAID. Les petits elephants sont pets pour le bain. 

 

PROFESSOR  (moving downstage to HORTENSE.) What's that? You say the 

children are ready for their bath? (BABAR and CELESTE rise from 

sofa.) Oh, no, no – vous, vous restez-la. We will help the children. 

 

BABAR and CELESTE sit down again as PROFESSOR and LA VIEILLE DAME “march" 

down the hall and up the stairs to the bathroom, which is shifted on by HORTENSE. 

ALEXANDER is already out of the tub, drying his bottom with a towel; POM and FLORA 

splash in the bathtub. 

 

DAME Le bain. (LA WILLE DAME helps scrub the children as music plays.) 

On se lave la tete, Les oreilles. Canard. Les bras. Le ventre. Pom, 

Flora - sorte! (PROFESSOR and LA VIEILLE DAME lift POM and 

FLORA out of the tub. POM and FLORA wave their trunks at one 

another and blow air.) 

 

PROFESSOR Serviette? Oh, I see. Flora and Pom do not need a towel; they blow 

air through their trunks. And now, after such a busy day as this, 

and a soothing bath, how does an elephant feel? Tres fatigue; very 

sleepy. La Vieille Dame and Hortense help the children get ready 

for bed. (LA VIEILLE DAME and HORTENSE have put nightshirts on 

the triplets.) A nightshirt for Alexander. A nightshirt for Pom. A 

nightgown for Flora. 

 

HORTENSE Chemise de nuit. 
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PROFESSOR And now: time for sleep. But first we must say "goodnight" to 

Mama and Papa. 

 

LA VIED DAME leads TRIPLETS and PROFESSOR from the bathroom, which is shifted off by 

HORTENSE. PROFESSOR and LA VIEILLE DAME fetch BABAR and CELESTE as 

TRIPLETS rush offstage and reappear in a large bed, pushed on by HORTENSE. BABAR and 

CELESTE pat their children's heads and then return to the sofa. Bedroom wall with window and 

bluebirds appears. 

 

PROFESSOR Et mintenant -au lit. In the bed. La Vieille Dame? Will you sing a 

lullaby? 

 

DAME  (Singing.) Bonne nuit petits elephants douce revent 

 Et dommus ecouter la chanson des p’tits oiseaux 

 Laissez vos pensees dancer parmi les etoiles 

 Bonne nuit petits elephants douce revent (The TRIPLETS are asleep.)  

 Ils donnent. 

 

HORTENSE and PROFESSOR gently push the bed offstage and bedroom wall follows. 

PROFESSOR joins LA VLEILLE DAME as they step upstage into parlor, where BABAR and 

CELESTE are asleep on the sofa. 

 

DAME Regarde – ils dorment aussi. 

 

PROFESSOR Ah, - Babar and Celeste sleep also. (DAME takes two glasses of 

champagne and hands one to PROFESSOR as they step downstage.) Ma 

chere – a Paris? 

 

DAME  (Touching her glass to his.) Oui! A Paris! 

 

PROFESSOR You have missed the life here in the big city, haven't you? 

 

DAME Non, non – j’adore Celesteville. Elle est tres belle, est tres tranquille, 

mais. . . 

 

PROFESSOR You say that Celesteville is very lovely and peaceful, but. . . 

 

DAME  . . . mais Paris est beaucoup plus amusant. 
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PROFESSOR But Paris is far more exciting, eh? 

 

DAME Oui. Dans la grande foret, la vie est tres simple. 

 

PROFESSOR You say that life in the great forest is very simple and quiet. One 

might say it is perhaps even a llttle boring, no? 

 

BABAR suddenly mores very loud and long, causing LA VIEILLE DAME and PROFESSOR to 

chuckle. They clink their glasses again and drink as lights fade to Blackout.  

 

 

Scene 7 

 

Lights rise downstage of jungle scrim, PROFESSOR narrates in pool of light downstage right as 

RATAXES and his TWO AIDES stand frozen stage left. 

 

PROFESSOR But alas, my friends, we are mistaken. All is not lovely and peaceful 

back in the Great Forest. . . (Music. RATAXES paces angrily back and 

forth.) General Rataxes is very upset. Oui , Rataxes had laughed 

with Babar when he saw the children performing their little play, 

but his laughter was only a trick. Rataxes did not want Babar to 

know he was, in fact, deeply angry when he saw them all make fun 

of the humiliating defeat of the rhino army. (In RATAXES' voice.) "I 

am the one who should he King of the Great Forest! Only I should 

wear the crown! I would have won that battle with the elephants if 

Babar had not tricked me with his disguises. But now it is my turn 

to trick Babar!" (LION POSTMAN enters with a telegram.) A telegram 

for General Rataxes. "Babar has arrived in Paris. Signed; The Two 

Spies." (RATAXES and his AIDES laugh wickedly together as scrim flies 

out and they exit.) In Celesteville, old Cornelius and the lovely 

Mademoiselle Hippopotom are out for a quiet evening promenade. 

 

CORNELIUS and HIPPO walk arm in arm in the jungle setting. CORNELIUS leaves HIPPO 

for a moment and returns with a bouquet of flowers, which delight her. RATAXES quickly 

enters, followed by RHINO and CROCODILE, who holds the peace treaty. CORNELIUS steps 

toward RATAXES. 

 

PROFESSOR "Well hello, General Rataxes; what a surprise! I am sorry, but Babar 

is not here."  

 “I know where Babar is!" 
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 "Oh? Have you core to discuss the peace treaty?" 

 "Peace treaty? ! Bah! " 

 (CROCODILE roughly pierces treaty over the nose of RHINO.) 

 "I am finished with peace! I am here to declare war! Now you are 

my prisoners!” 

 (CROCODILE wields a rifle at the quaking CORNELIUS and HIPPO.) 

 "In the morning I leave for Paris. Yes, I have some business to settle 

with Babar myself. But when I return, I - Rataxes the Rhino - I will 

be King of the Great Forest!" 

 (Jungle scrim drops on the scene. ) 

 Oh, dear! But of course, back in Paris, we know nothing of this 

terrible turn of events. No. The sun shines bright upon the beautiful 

April morning and Babar and his family quickly prepare to attend a 

gala opening at the Paris art museum. It is a new exhibit: 

"Masterpieces of Elephant Art." So the King and Queen of the 

Elephants were invited as the guests of honor. . . . 

 

Music fanfare. 

 

 

Scene 8 

 

Lights rise through scrim to reveal museum with TOWNSPEOPLE: and elephant paintings and 

sculpture. 

 

PROFESSOR And oh, what an exhibition it is! (Scrim rises.) The very finest 

painting and sculpture from the Celesteville collection. It is a very 

special affair, so the Museum Director checks each invitation with 

great care. (Fanfare. BABAR, CELESTE, LA VIEILLE DAME, and 

TRIPLETS enter. ) Ah - the Royal Family arrives! (GUESTS applaud. 

PROFESSOR steps between BABAR and CELESTE.) Mesdames et 

Messieurs - attention, s'il vous plait! King Babar and Queen Celeste 

are indeed most pleased to be in Paris for this important occasion. 

The King and Queen wish, at this the, to provide a temporary 

addition to the collection. While in Paris, they will allow the 

museum to keep on display – les courones royales! Oui - the royal 

crowns of Celesteville! (GUESTS and MUSEUM DIRECTOR gasp 

with delight and applaud again as crowns are placed in display case. 

PROFESSOR speaks to audience.) What a sensation Babar and Celeste 

have made! But, alas - the triplets – see how bored they are? They 
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have seen the crowns and the elephant artwork hundreds of times 

before. Why, this is no fun for a little elephant in Paris. No one even 

pays the slightest attention to them. 

 

PROFESSOR steps into crowd as ARTHUR and ZEPHIR, in disguise, appear at the edge of the 

stage and gesture and "ssst" to get TRIPIETS' attention. TRIPLETS notice and cautiously push 

one another toward the strangers and then finally go over to them. ARTHUR and ZEPHIR 

quickly mutter to TRIPLETS and reveal their true identities; TRIPLETS respond with joyous 

trumpeting and jumping, causing MUSEUM DIRECTOR to notice the commotion and step 

over to hush them. 

 

DIRECTOR     (To ARTHUR and ZEPHIR.) Messieurs? Vos cartes d'invitation, s'il 

vous plait. (ARTHUR and ZEPHIR shrug.) Excusez-moi . (MUSEUM 

DIRECTOR snaps his fingers for GENDARME.) Gendarme? (To 

ARTHUR and ZEPHIR. ) Sans cartes, on ne peut pas entrer. Au 

revoir, messieurs! Au revoir! 

 

MUSEUM DIRECTOR follows GENDARME, ARTHUR, and ZEPHIR offstage as TRIPLETS 

wave farewell. CROWD moves toward case, stands around to admire the crowns one more time 

and then step aside to reveal CROCODILE and RHINO SPIES gazing into the case. Lights fade 

to Blackout.  

 

 

Scene 9 

 

Paris street. Afternoon. BABAR, CEXESTE, LA VIEILLE DAME, TRIPLETS and 

PROFESSOR in the street. ARTHUR and ZEPHIR, disguised, are seated on a bench "reading" 

an upside-down newspaper in order to hide themselves.  

 

PROFESSOR Quelle belle journee! First the museum, followed by a lovely pique-

nique by the River Seine. Oui - what a lovely day we have had. But, 

mes amies, I must bid you adieu for the rest of the afternoon and 

teach my students at l'universite. (He notices ARTHUR and ZEPHIR 

with their newspaper.) Ahem – pardon, Messieurs - French should 

not be read upside-down. (He adjusts the newspaper for them then 

turns back to BABAR et al.) Oh – but how will you spend the 

remainder of the day? Sightseeing? (TRIPLETS shake their heads with 

disappointment.) 

 

DAME No. Celeste et mi ont besoin de nouvelles tenue de soiree. 
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PROFESSOR Ah - you will go shopping for new evening gowns? (CELESTE 

nods.) 

 

DAME Et, puisque demain sera l’anniversaire des enfants . . . 

 

PROFESSOR And since tomorrow is the triplets’ birthday. . . 

 

DAME  . . . on ya acheter les costumes de fete. 

 

PROFESSOR  . . . they shall have party costumes! Tres bon! (TRIPLETS jump and 

trumpet.) What’s that, children? And you shall buy presents for 

Arthur and Zephir as well? (TRIPIETS nod as ARTHUR and 

ZEPHIR drop their newspaper and nod also.) Oh, how thoughtful 

of you to remember your friends back in the great forest. Well – I 

certainly know where you are all going. . . 

 

PROFESSOR &  

DAME  (In unison.) Au Bon Marche! 

 

Street backdrop rises to reveal department store. ARTHUR and ZEPHIR exit; PROFESSOR 

moves to the edge of the stage as BABAR, LA VIEILLE DAME, CELESTE, and TRIPLETS 

move upstage. ELEVATOR BOY descends in elevator out of sight. STORE MANAGER enters 

and greets the party. 

 

PROFESSOR How delighted the Store Manager is to see them! They are such big 

spenders! 

 

MANAGER Ah - boniour, Madam! Et Babar, e t Celeste. Oh - et les petits 

enfants! 

 

DAME Oui, Monsieur  - Pom, Flora, et Alexander. 

 

MANAGER  (To TRIPLETS.) Enchante. 

 

DAME Pour Celeste et moi: robes du soir. Pour les enfants: costumes de 

fete. 

 

MANAGER Bon! (He claps his hands and HABERDASHER enters and bows to the 

party.) 
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HABERDASHER Bonjour, bonjour! (HABERDASHER claps his hands and SALES 

ASSISTANS appear. Then say in unison:) Bienvenue au Bon Marche! 

 

SALESWOMEN  (To CELESTE and LA VIEILLE DAME) Par ici, Mesdams, slil vous 

plait. 

 

SALESMEN  (Ushering TRIPLETS off stage.) Venez, les enfants. 

 

BABAR follows. HABERDASHER and MANAGER step across; MANAGER muttering 

instructions.  

 

HABERDASHER  (A nod as MANAGER exits. ) Tres bien. (He turns to see 

SALESWOMAN idly standing near dressing screen.) Ahem! Le 

catalogue; slil vous plait! 

 

SALESWOMAN (Rushing offstage.) Oui, monsieur! 

 

CELESTE and LA VIEILLE DAME appear from behind dressing screen, wearing only their 

slips. SALESWOMAN reenters and hands catalogue to HABERDASHER. 

 

HABERDASHER Merci. Prenez les mesures. (SALESWOMAN steps toward LA 

VIEILLE DAME and takes down measurements as HABERDASHER 

shows CELESTE fashion selections in catalogue.) Madam? Quel genre 

de toilette? Bon! 

 

SALESWOMAN  (Calling out LA VIEILLE DAME'S measurements.) Quatre-vingt-

huite. Soixante-trois . Quatre-vingt-huite . (CELESTE steps to 

SALESWOMAN for measurements as HABERDASHER repeats routine 

with LA VIEILLE DAME. ) (Calling out CELESTE ' s measurements. ) 

Deux cent vinqt-quatre. Deux cent trente. Deux cent trente-quatre.  

 

TRIPLETS rush onstage in their underwear, followed by SALESMEN who quickly herd them 

back off stage.  

 

SALEMEN Arret! Arret, petits elephants! Venez, venez! (TRIPLETS and 

SALESMEN disappear. ELEVATOR BOY appears carrying a large 

medical kit.) 

 

ELEVATOR BOY Un trousse medicale. 
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He exits. SALESWOMEN enter and show CELESTE fabrics to choose. 

 

HABERDASHER Le tissu! Quelle couleur, Madam? Bon. (To LA VIEILLE DAME.) Et 

vous, Madam? Bon. 

 

ELEVATOR BOY enters with a pirate’s saber.  

 

ELEVATOR BOY Un sabre. (ELEVATOR BOY exits. ELEVATOR BOY reenters almost 

immediately with a large cowboy hat. ) Unchapeau de cowboy. 

 

DAME Quel grande chapeau! 

 

SALESWOMAN enters and shows CELESTE and LA VIEILLE DAME jewelry. 

 

SALESWOMAN Les bi joux. 

 

CELESTE and LA VIEILLE DAME quickly to what they want and SALESWOMAN exits. 

MANAGER and MANAGER'S WIFE enter. 

 

MANAGER Les refraichissements. 

 

WIFE  (Holding a tray of tea.) Mesdames? Prendrez-vous du the? 

 

DAME Merci. 

 

WIFE exits. HABESDASHER enters with CELESTE's gown.  

 

HABERDASHER La robe du soir! (CELESTE is breathless by its beauty.) 

 

DAME C'est vraie, Celeste – c’est pour vous! 

 

CELESTE steps toward it, touches it, then SALESWOMEN help her get into it as 

HABERDASER exits.  

 

SALESWOMAN (To LA VIEILLE DAME.) Madame? Le massage du visage? 

 

DAME Oui, merci. 

 

LA VIEILLE DAME sits down for a brief facial massage. CELESTE models her gown. 
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DAME Comne elle est splendide! 

 

SALESWOMEN  (Regarding CELESTE, in unison.) Oooh – quel chic! 

 

 SALESWOMAN leads CELESTE upstage to complete her dressing. FLORA runs onstage, 

dressed as a nurse. LA VIEILLE DAME runs downstage to greet her. 

 

DAME Ah, Flora - vous etes une infirmiere! (POM appears, dressed as a 

cowboy.) Et Pom le cowboy! (ALEXANDER leaps into view, dressed as 

a pirate.) Alexander- un pirate?! 

 

TRIPLETS hide as LA VIEILLE DAME steps upstage to get dressed. SALESMEN run onstage, 

looking for the TRIPLETS.  

 

SALESMEN Ou etes vous? Ou etes vous, petits elephants? (TRIPLETS appear and 

SALESMEN herd them off stage once again. ) Venez! Venez! Soyez 

sages! (They exit and immediately re-appear: SALESMEN chased by 

TRIPLETS.) Arretez! Arretez! 

 

SALESMEN exit as BABAR enters. TRIPLETS bump into their father. He looks at them for a 

moment, then gives than a hug. LA VIEILLE DAME steps downstage as SALES ASSISTANTS 

gather to admire her. LA VIEILLE DAME steps aside and CELESTE steps Center for BABAR 

to see. BABAR trumpets his approval and all applaud.  

 

HABERDASHER Parfait! Maintenant, le photographe! 

 

A brief dance as PHOTOGRAPHER enters and people get into place to pose. 

 

PHOTOGRAPHER Approchez. Approchez. Approchez. 

 

DAME Attendez. (She rushes to get TRIPLETS into position.) 

 

PHOTOGRAPHER Un petit sourire! 

 

All smile as PHOTOGRAPHER’s flash goes off. For a moment, all are blinded by the light. The 

elevator ascends into view to reveal RHINO SPY and CROCODILE SPY; then it quickly 

descends. Lights fade to Blackout.  

 

 

 


